Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
11/11/2015
Date of Meeting: 11/11/2015 Time of Meeting: 1830hrs ended 2100hrs Venue: Cardiff Met University
Convener: Chairman Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Lucy Witt (LW) Stef Collins (SC) Anne-Marie Koukouravas (AMK) Jason
Merchant (JM) Ceri Martin (CM) Jon Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS) Lee Coulson (LC)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
Steve Lloyd Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting. SL explained that NF had not delivered the Agenda as
requested so we will run with the previously mentioned Agenda as a template.

Appointment of Minutes –
SL asked if any member could take Minutes. JKS offered and it was accepted by the Board.

Apologies –
Apologies received from Phil John (PJ) Neil Fairburn (NF) also previously noted that he may have difficulty in video
calling for the meeting. Gavin Williams (GW) and Haydn Jones (HJ) also informed the board they could not attend
due to FIBA Officiating duties.
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Conflict of Interest –
SL asked the Board whether any conflicts of interest. LW suggested that the on conflict could be clubs but it was
agreed by the Board that this is of no real significance

Previous Minutes –
SL asked the Board has everyone had the opportunity to look at the previous Minutes and were there any concerns
about the accuracies of the Minutes. LW noted she had some issues with the Minutes and would go through them
shortly. SL noted that it is very important that Minutes are taken as accurately as possible and also that at all
times grammar and spelling is adhered to.
SL then invited LW to please highlight to the Board her issues that she noted in the previous Minutes which had
been emailed to NF for amendment. Board agreed amendments. Action: NF to update minutes and circulate

AOB –
SL discussed the work reports produced by Directors. SL thanked those who provided the Reports and appreciated
that everyone has their own workloads but was thankful for the efforts that were made. SL then proceeded to go
to the relevant Board member and discuss the Report. SC wanted to know if there was a precedent available for
the Report so that she could follow for future Reports and asked if it has to be on headed paper. It was agreed that
the Reports should be placed on headed paper. SL stated that the Reports would be going on the website for
members to review but it was agreed by the Board that if something is of a certain confidentiality, not to include in
the Reports but were going to try to remain as open and transparent for members. CM suggested possibly a
Newsletter being sent out to members highlighting all the work that had been done by Directors and any
developments. It was agreed that letters should be sent to the members or some form of publication and it would
be for the role of the secretary to carry out such action.
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AMK brought up the issue of posting the Minutes for the members and felt that they did not necessarily need to be
posted in full, perhaps in summary form or in the shape of a newsletter. SL highlighted that he felt it was
important that Minutes were published and that it was going to be the course of action but if anything was of a
confidential nature or sensitive it would not be included in the Minutes for public viewing but again the aim is to
remain as transparent as possible to our members and Minutes would be published. Example of the issues not to
be put in the Minutes was in-house matters such as finance or sensitive issues. SL invited Directors to ask him first
if there were any queries of what needed to be included.
SL moved onto the LC’s report. The body of the Report mainly referred to his trip to Austria regarding mini
basketball. LC noted that Wales is behind in regards to mini basketball but he learnt some fantastic ideas example
in Germany there is an award scheme and tasters which encourage mini’s anticipation. He also noted this
potentially new rules have been suggested for mini basketball the example was more periods and a different point
system.
SL asked JM for status of his report. JM apologised for no Report being published prior to the meeting but he
informed the Board that he has been speaking to a lot of Clubs and a Report is soon to follow. SL thanked JM. SL
then invited CM to discuss his Report. CM was frustrated at the current position, the Board are all aware of the
current situation regarding the handover of information from Pat Sanders to HJ and GW. The Board were aware of
Pat’s personal circumstances that led to the handover of information being delayed and as it stands without this
information CM is finding it hard to know Basketball Wales’ current position and at this point cannot advise on the
best actions. CM noted that there was a lot to go through. He was concerned on how income is collected and the
lack of a paper trail. CM was hoping that once the position was established that going forwards he would aim to
produce monthly Reports in order to provide the Board BW’s current financial situation.
It was left that at this stage without the further information which is due to be collected from Pat, CM does not
fully appreciate the position and as soon as he has the information he will be able to provide the Board a better
understanding of the accounts. He will then also be able to advise best practice going forward.
SL moved onto Welsh Colleges Basketball. He informed the Board that this was held in Cardiff. SL said that it was a
nice venue and encouraged Basketball. He said that the participants were very enthusiastic. There were some
skilful individuals but there seemed to be little advanced coaching or guidance for players. It was a very ad hoc
system but it was definitely something that we should look into to gain further interest and development.
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Overall SL agreed that it was a great day at a minimum cost. SL informed the Board that House of Sport offered
their services for future events. Directors discussed the need to clarify if the court would be free and noted that
there have been incidences of events having to be cancelled at short notice due to double bookings.
LW went onto discuss her Report. She highlighted to the Board that she had taken on more work than she had
planned to. LW noted that the Performance Committee were going to identify the further support and skills that
they required. Melanie Hellerman was highlighted as being brought on as the Safeguarding Officer and working
within the ENDC. LW noted that further people were needed for support.
Regarding coaching appointments, LW gave a brief overview of the revised process which had been circulated and
approved by the board. The Board questioned AMK on the previous process. AMK agreed that it should be for the
Board to come to an agreement on decisions made by the sub-committee in taking on members of staff and agreed
with LW’s comments.
LW (coach education) in the process of identifying tutors and getting dates together for courses. Outlined process
for up skilling Activators tutors. LW also noted that a rebate can be obtained on the UKCC, and had informed
previous Directors of this. She has spoken to Simon Kirkland from Sport Structures who is looking into this on our
behalf.
LW wanted noted that being part of the British Basketball Board was a nominated role not a representative role
and that a new Chairman was going to be elected in January.
General Board discussion about concerns that after summer 2016 there will be no more Welsh teams in FIBA. It
was noted that there will still be teams but just not in certain competitions. There is a document being produced
by the PMG which has a proposed competition structure. The document is being updated and is going to be sent
through highlighting competition options. AMK highlighted to the Board that she had previously received a draft
but is unaware if it had been finally approved but she is pleased with the progress. LW noticed that she felt that
Wales was well considered. She gave examples, in order to make games more competitive against the other
Regions, older players can play with younger age groups to assist. AMK question LW whether it was finalised. LW
highlighted that on 27 November 2015 is the next Board Meeting and she will hopefully know more by then.
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Cameron wanted to highlight to the Board something that he had not mentioned in his Report. He attended an
ENDC session last week in order to try and understand the programme. He watched coaching sessions and wanted
to speak to parents for 10 to 15 minutes and it ended up that he was in a meeting with the parents for over an
hour and a half. They had a lot of questions and concerns but were very thankful that they had someone to speak
to who was currently on the Board and was listening to their input and CS noted that they had a lot of feedback
and suggestions which would be good to consider. It was a general concern amongst the Board and agreed that
there needs to be more input from members and also discussions with members by Basketball Wales in order to
for us to consider their concerns work for their best possible interests.
LW mentioned the roles of the Directors being considered and finalised sooner than December in order to assist
current staff. Board was in agreement.
LW wanted to discuss the contract period of coaches. Her understanding was that they are for 3 year tenures
provided by DO. She was uncertain how the system worked, was there a re-application process, did the coach
move onto another role within the organisation? LC informed the Board that from previous experience it has
always been a 1 year tenure, he does not know why it has become 3 years. CS noted how there was no sort of
review process. AMK highlighted how there is no criteria, she suggested making a scorecard system in order to
gauge progress. AMK then also questioned what were the priorities in regard to the coaches, what are they aiming
for? CS noted that coaching is the obvious factor to push, developing the teams to their best abilities. CS stated
that we need the best people in the right positions in order to provide for the best development, but there does
need to be progress shown by the coaches, this is not club level and if the coach is not showing development
unfortunately their position would need to be considered. They will be supported as much as possible and given
every opportunity to show development. LW and the Board were in agreement that the right people needed to be
in place.
LW raised the issue of coach contracts. The Performance Committee feels they need reviewing as there is little
justification underpinning 3 year appointments, and no performance review or measurable targets in place. AMK
felt there needed to be robust contracts in place, need formal requirements and expectations in place for the staff.
CS questioned AMK on the previous system, who recalled discussion of an interview process for coaches. Other
Directors who know coaches who have been appointed to the ENDC said that none of these coaches had
undergone an application or interview process, just asked to submit a CV. LW stated she would look at the
‘contracts’ which had been forwarded to her as part of the handover, and send to JS to review. CS suggested that
coaches undergo review at the end of each international season with a view to their progress and future roles.
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SL brought the discussion back to priority setting as raised by AMK. He agreed and noted he would take the lead
and ask the Board to highlight 3 areas individually and from there we could gauge the consensus.
SL asked LW about Bill McGuinness and the current company. LW noted the company is currently being dissolved
but a new one is being formed with fit for purpose policies for BBF. AMK asked LW about major investments. LW
stated she was unsure how much of the information was confidential but reassured AMK that there was a robust
system in place. LW hoped to know more after BBF’s next meeting.
AMK asked LW about an update on major investors. LW stated she was unsure how much of the information was
confidential and therefore did not want to comment at this time but reassured AMK that there was a robust review
system in place. LW hoped to know more after BBF’s next meeting.

New British Basketball Independent Chair, Nick Humby, has contacted SL and LW regarding meeting the board. The
Board was in agreement to invite Nick from the BBF down to a meeting and to potentially watch a training session
or something of a similar nature.
SL came back to the lack of communication with members. He voiced his disappointment with the current
situation. He highlighted that there should be certain standards met and actions should not be last minute and that
the Board would not agree to such actions. CS highlighted how he finalised a trip to Boston 9 months prior to the
date of travel because of all the logistics that need to be considered and anything less than that would be foolish.
Examples were given of the recent planned trip to Malta, flights have been booked but no accommodation has
been organised. It was agreed by the Board that all future trips need to be passed by the Board. Obviously the
Board encourages trips, but its viability needs to be considered well in advance. Prior approval needs to be sought
well in advance, preferably a year before the intended trip. SL to write via LW to the national coaches informing
them that trips need Board approval and need to be submitted well in advance to assess viability. CS noted how
the late notice also impacts the players and their families especially seeing it is mostly self-funded. We want to give
them as much opportunity to save money to enable participation.
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SL raised recent issues with NF and lack of communication. SL was concerned with NF’s capacity to carry out the
role. AMK informed the Board that NF had been living over-seas because of his employment. SL asked had anyone
had correspondence from NF? LW highlighted she had an e-mail and text stating NF may not be able to attend
tonight’s meeting via video conferencing; other than that no one else had recent communication with NF. SL
highlighted that minutes need to be turned around within 7 days of the meeting and an agenda published 14 days
prior to a meeting, this being the role of the Secretary which NF is acting. This was not carried out, hindering
progress of the meeting. AMK stated how this was out of character of NF.
SL stated he would contact NF and see if everything is ok and if it is a temporary issue, but if it not, then it cannot
go of for much longer because of the importance of the Secretary role.
SL made sure he noted that we are all volunteers and if the work load is too much then let him know, better than
taking on too much work and not being able to carry it out and best to let him know if you are struggling.
SL asked if there were any other points of business. LW raised the issue of insurance for BW and its members. AMK
agreed that it needed to be sorted, it was previously identified by NF as inadequate. It was understood that
broader cover was being looked into. SL and JKS to look into the matter. Sarah Wagstaff noted as a contact
regarding insurance that FIBA provides. LW to provide JKS with details.
LW requested an update on progress with the recognition reviews. LW and GW had made a start and to liaise with
NF and SL.
The previous issue regarding Justin was raised, Board was uncertain on position. SL thought he had been informed
by NF on the Boards decision not to investigate. It needed to be established if NF had informed Justin and North
Wales Basketball about our decision. If not they will be provided with a letter outlining the Board’s decision.
(Action NF please)
LW to get BBF articles as a template. JKS to get a quote on the work from JCP and Sheridans.
It was agreed that minutes were to be produced 7 days after the meeting and an Agenda published 14 days prior to
the next meeting.
The Directors reports were asked to be provided to SL by 2 January 2016.
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Meeting Closure –
SL thanked all those attended and wished them a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Date of Next Meeting –
13 January 2016, Cardiff Met, 18:30.
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